Car directions to Villa Alya – total journey time approx 1 hour
GPS CO-ORDINATES: 36.076457, 28.060749

From the airport, turn left and at the traffic lights, take the road towards Lindos (signposted Bee Museum) which leads off to the right. You will cut across the island and proceed South on the East coast past the resorts of Faliraki, Tsambika and Archangelos. About 5 minutes drive after Kalathos past the bay of Vlichia and the Amphitheatre Boutique Club on your left where you will get your first glimpse of Lindos. Continue driving past Lindos, passing the Aquagrand and Lindos Memories Hotels (left hand side) and you will start to ascend up a winding hill. At the top of the hill you will see Profitis Elias church and the ‘Welcome to Pefkos sign’. Take the first left after the stone wall and take a sharp left signed Pefkos Hillside Villas and Villa Alya. Go through the gates, turn left towards the tree and turn right up the bank. Villa Alya is the second property at the top of the bank.

The key is in the box to the right hand side of the door and the code will be as given to you in the email. Please make yourselves at home and relax!

Contact Details:

Exclusively Lindos Resort Office: +30 22440 33124
Villa Rep +44 7741 909 557
Exclusively Lindos 24 Hour Emergency No +44 7825 678 512